Abstract: A recent trend in international development circles is ‘New Institutionalism’. In a slogan, the idea is just that good institutions matter. The slogan itself is so innocuous as to be hardly worth comment. But the push to improve institutional quality has the potential to have a much less innocuous impact on aid efforts and other aspects of international development. This paper provides a critical introduction to some of the literature on institutional quality. It looks, in particular, at an argument for the conclusion that making aid conditional on good institutional quality will promote development by reducing poverty. This paper suggests that there is little theoretical or empirical evidence that this kind of conditionality is good for the poor.
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Introduction

A recent trend in international development circles is ‘New Institutionalism’. In a slogan, the idea is just that good institutions matter. The slogan itself is so innocuous as to be hardly worth comment. But the push to improve institutional quality has the potential to have a much less innocuous impact on aid efforts and other aspects of international development. This paper provides a critical introduction to some of this literature. It looks, in particular, at an argument for the conclusion that making aid conditional on good institutional quality will promote development by reducing poverty. This paper suggests that there is little theoretical or empirical evidence that this kind of conditionality is good for the poor. It also raises what may be a general problem for theoretical economic arguments based on posited incentive effects. Such arguments require empirical substantiation (which many argue requires some previously substantiated theoretical framework). In making its case, this paper has the subsidiary aim of showing how philosophers can contribute to a largely neglected area of study. Most work in the philosophy of economics looks at the foundations of game theory and welfare economics. Philosophers have paid very little attention to public and development economics.¹ There are many important policy arguments that desperately require analytic examination of the sort philosophers are well placed to offer.² The next section explains the kind of


² For examples, see ibid.
international development at issue in this paper and motivates the inquiry into New Institutional arguments about international aid. The section ‘Theoretical Arguments for Conditionality: Moral Hazard’ considers the main theoretical argument for making aid conditional on institutional quality. The section ‘The Empirical Evidence and Critique’ considers the empirical evidence that might support such conditionality. The last section concludes.

**New Institutionalism and International Aid**

There is no single definition of international development in the literature, but it is almost uncontroversial to suppose that whatever else good development requires, it requires poverty reduction. Perhaps one of the most comprehensive practical accounts of international development is embodied in the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). The MDGs have served to coordinate the efforts of many different actors and provide one broadly compelling picture of what good development requires (or at least some conditions for good development). The first MDG is to reduce poverty. In recent discussions of, and resolutions regarding, the global development agenda post-2015, poverty reduction remains a clear focus. So, this paper will assume that good development is not just a matter of fostering growth. Rather, good development (and international aid that promotes development) should, at a minimum, help the poor. A lot of the philosophical work on international development would support this contention.

Similarly, when one pays attention to the details of the regressions in economists’ empirical studies, it is clear that they contain many different and inconsistent (implicit) definitions of ‘institutional quality’. Some focus on relatively stable features of countries that persist over time and others focus more on the current policy environment. A cynic might even suggest that the ‘new’ focus on institutional quality is not new at all. Rather it allows economists to repackage old results under a new label – looking at ‘good’ policies like trade liberalization,

---

3 Further, there is reason to believe that aiding countries and institutions are often committed to reducing poverty with their aid. The World Bank, for instance, bills itself as an institution deeply concerned about poverty and does not articulate or defend an alternate moral framework. The Bank says: ‘Our mission is to fight poverty with passion and professionalism for lasting results and to help people help themselves and their environment by providing resources, sharing knowledge, building capacity and forging partnerships in the public and private sectors’ (World Bank, ‘About Us’, [2013], http://www.worldbank.org/en/about [accessed 20 August 2013]). The International Development Association (IDA) website says: ‘The International Development Association (IDA) is the World Bank’s fund for the poorest countries’ (IDA, ‘What is IDA?’, [2013], http://www.worldbank.org/ida/ [accessed 20 June 2013]).


corruption, and so forth and then calling these ‘institutions’ and concluding that good institutions are important. This paper will, thus, suppose that institutional quality is a cluster concept and pay attention to the details of each study which argues that it is important to give aid to countries with good institutions.

Despite the fact that there are different conceptions of institutional quality in the literature, the new focus on institutional quality’s impact on aid may have a large impact on international development via its impact on poverty (and perhaps other things). Many countries and international institutions, including the World Bank, African Development Bank (ADB), the United Kingdom, and Canada use formulas for distributing aid that take into account institutional quality. More precisely, many states and international institutions use algorithms governing the amount of aid they offer to different countries that include some version of the World Bank’s Country Policy and Institutional Assessment (CPIA) index – a measure of institutional quality. Some of these measures are quite complicated but many, like the CPIA, consider countries’ economic, structural, social, and public sector policies (see the Appendix for further explanation of the CPIA, in particular). Consider the potential impact of World Bank aid alone. The International Development Association (IDA) is the part of the World Bank that helps the world’s poorest people, 1.5 billion of whom live on less than the equivalent of $2 a day. In 2008, the IDA gave Official Development Assistance (ODA) worth 6,689.24 million. It provides basic health services, primary education, clean water and sanitation, environmental protection, business support, infrastructure, and help with institutional reforms. So it really matters how this institution distributes its aid. Insofar as the concern is to

9 Unlike other ‘aid’, ODA does not include military aid. Rather ODA primarily includes grants and loans to developing countries. Here is the official definition: ‘Flows of official financing administered with the promotion of the economic development and welfare of developing countries as the main objective, and which are concessional in character with a grant element of at least 25 percent (using a fixed 10 percent rate of discount). By convention, ODA flows comprise disbursements by bilateral donors and multilateral institutions. Lending by export credit agencies—with the pure purpose of export promotion—is excluded’) International Monetary Fund [IMF], ‘External Debt Statistics: Guide for Compilers and Users – Appendix III – Glossary’, [2003], www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/eds/Eng/Guide/index.htm [accessed 19 March 2013]).
reduce poverty, it is important to consider whether or not it is a good idea to make aid conditional on good institutional quality.

Perhaps one could argue that the debate about making aid conditional on good institutional quality is purely academic for one of two reasons. First, even those international institutions and states that use a metric for allocating aid that takes into account institutional quality often fail to actually implement these rules consistently. The IDA, for instance, makes many exceptions – e.g., it gives more aid to small island states and post-conflict countries than they should receive on its metric. Second, if aid were allocated according to these metrics, many international institutions and states giving aid would actually give more aid to poorer countries.

The graph below illustrates how disbursements according to the IDA allocation formula would be much more highly correlated with other proxies for poverty than actual IDA allocations or ODA in general.10

Figure 1: Author’s Calculations of Correlation between IDA rule, IDA allocation, ODA allocation, and Other Proxies for Poverty

---

10 The official definition of ODA is ‘Grants or loans to countries and territories on the DAC List of ODA Recipients (developing countries) and to multilateral agencies which are: (a) undertaken by the official sector; (b) with promotion of economic development and welfare as the main objective; (c) at concessional financial terms (if a loan, having a grant element of at least 25 percent). In addition to financial flows, technical co-operation is included in aid. Grants, loans and credits for military purposes are excluded. Transfer payments to private individuals (e.g., pensions, reparations or insurance payouts) are in general not counted’) OECD, ‘Official Development Assistance – Definition and Coverage’, [2013], http://www.oecd.org/dac/stats/officialdevelopmentassistedefinitionandcoverage.htm [accessed 25 April 2013]).
If the IDA’s rule for allocating aid were actually implemented, it would ensure that aid goes to poorer countries on many metrics for poverty. Looking at a sample of 35 countries for which data is easily available, it is clear that estimated disbursements according to the IDA allocation rule would be highly correlated with child mortality, malnutrition, lack of primary education, and adult illiteracy rates as well as poverty rates.\textsuperscript{11}

It is not clear, however, that allocation rules’ justifications are unimportant – the IDA’s rule, for instance, does seem to govern the disbursement of much international aid. Moreover, the correlation between poverty (etc.) and disbursements according to allocation rules in no way justifies these rules. Giving aid in these ways may still do little to alleviate poverty or secure international development. There may be other rules that would be better for achieving this objective. Just like giving money to someone who is sick or who is doing poorly in school might not be the best way to help them get better or improve their grades, giving aid to poor countries may not be the best way to help them reduce poverty. At least this correlation cannot justify any kind of institutionalism.\textsuperscript{12} So it is worth seeing if, taking into account the incentives aid creates, a case can be made for making aid conditional on good institutional quality.

The rest of this paper suggests that, insofar as aid is supposed to relieve poverty, there is little reason to believe we should make aid conditional on good institutional quality. The next section considers the main theoretical argument put forward for using aid allocation metrics that put a lot of emphasis on institutional quality. The fourth section turns to some of the evidence regarding the impact on poverty of making aid conditional on good institutional quality.

**Theoretical Arguments for Conditionality: Moral Hazard**

Perhaps the best theoretical argument for making aid conditional on good institutional quality is the moral hazard argument. There are many different versions of the moral hazard argument that posit different mechanisms by which giving aid on the basis of poverty alone creates potentially counter-productive incentives. It is only necessary to consider, however, a version that the IDA seems to embrace when it says: ‘While it is natural to focus on how the allocation formula distributes aid across poor countries, it should be kept in mind that it also affects


\textsuperscript{12} Moreover, this correlation may not be enough to justify any of these rules. Giving to the poorest countries, on any of these measures, might not be the best way to reduce poverty for reasons other than the idea that we have to take into account institutional quality to reduce poverty.
how poor countries are treated over time. The negative coefficient on per capita GNI (Gross National Income) is essentially a tax on growth’. The problem this paper will suggest moral hazard arguments have is quite general – empirical evidence is necessary to support their claims about incentives.

In the moral hazard argument at issue, the main claim is not that if we give to countries that are poor, simply because they are poor, rulers will keep their countries poor. The claim is that if we give to countries that are poor, simply because they are poor, we create an incentive for rulers to keep their countries poor. An incentive, at least as most economists use the term, just provides a reason for action. An incentive is like a reward or penalty. Rewards or penalties may or may not be efficacious. Sometimes incentives do not work. Nevertheless, many incentives have motivational force. The version of the moral hazard argument above says that if we give to countries that are poor, simply because they are poor, we give rulers a reason to keep their countries poor – they can get more aid. So we should not just give to poor countries, we should instead give to poor countries that have good policies.

Consider an analogy that illustrates the problem with this argument – a variation of philosopher Peter Singer’s famous pond case. Suppose that, on your way to work, you see a small child is drowning in a pond. You can save the child by a process that involves giving the child’s mother one hundred dollars. Even though it will cost you something to do so, if no one else can help the child and the child will otherwise drown, it is clear that you should save the child. Some have pointed out that if you save the child, you create incentives for mothers of small children to throw their children into ponds. The proper reply to this kind of case is that there is no reason to think other mothers (generally) will throw their children in ponds for one hundred dollars even in places where one hundred dollars is a lot of money. Sometimes, we should (simply) aim to ameliorate poverty even if we create bad incentives in the process.

The moral hazard argument may not always be dismissed so easily. In some cases, there may be reason to think many mothers will do things to harm their children if we create incentives for them to do so. After all, some parents probably do maim their children so as to make them better beggars. It is less clear that this is because people will help those who are maimed. This may not

---

13 IDA, ‘IDA 14: IDA’s Performance Based Allocation’, (2004), http://siteresources.worldbank.org/IDA/Resources/PBAD14A.pdf (accessed 7 June 2013), p. 7. The IDA actually tries to give poverty some weight in its allocation rule in this way but the general point is that if we give to poorer countries aid, it will be negatively correlated with growth and thus create a disincentive for growth. For criticism of the IDA’s attempt to take into account poverty in the way that it does, see Nicole Hassoun, ‘World Bank Rules for Aid Allocation: Moral Hazard?’ in Helen Stacy and Win-chiat Lee (eds.), Economic Justice (Dordrecht: Springer, 2012b), 221-41.

14 The moral import of this observation is less clear.
be the best explanation of why mothers might harm their children. A better explanation is that mothers maim their children only because they do not have a better means for helping their families survive.

In any case, the claim that we should not create incentives for some to keep others in poverty requires defense. Consider an expansion of the (first part of the relevant version of) the moral hazard argument:

P1) If we give to countries that are poor, simply because they are poor, we create an incentive for their rulers to keep them poor.

P2) We should not create an incentive for rulers to keep their countries poor.

C) We should not give to countries that are poor, simply because they are poor.

The complaint is that we need some reason to accept the second premise, for it is not always true. Rulers may not act on the incentive aid creates. Giving to countries with good institutions may not increase growth or spur poverty reduction.

More generally, we may be wrong about the efficacy of any posited incentive effect. Other incentive effects may be present and counter the posited effect or the posited effect may fail to generate action. Consider an example from a different domain. Many people believe that decreasing what people are paid gives them an incentive to work less hard. Few seem to recognize, however, that decreasing what people are paid also gives them an incentive to work harder (to make up for lost income).\textsuperscript{15} If some people need very little money (e.g., because they are primarily sustenance farmers), decreasing what they are paid may not influence their behavior at all.

Another problem with many versions of the moral hazard argument is this: Even if aiding on the basis of poverty alone creates some efficacious incentives for rulers to keep their countries poor, we may still have to aid on the basis of poverty alone in some circumstances. Suppose that some countries will not escape poverty on their own and aid may do them very little good. Their leaders may keep them poor in order to receive more aid. Suppose, further, that there is no other way to aid. It may, for instance, be impossible to tell which countries will continue to support themselves after receiving aid and which will remain poor. Further, there may be very few countries that will remain poor and many that will escape poverty permanently. In this kind of case, it is not clearly acceptable

to stop giving aid. We may have to give aid even if aid creates some efficacious incentives for some rulers to keep their countries poor.

Nevertheless, there may be something important underlying the moral hazard argument. Consider just one revised version of this argument that avoids the problems outlined above: Giving on the basis of poverty alone creates an efficacious incentive for rulers to keep their countries poor. When we justifiably have some concern for how much poverty we alleviate (etc.), other criteria should enter into our decisions about how to aid. This argument is much more promising than the original moral hazard argument because it appeals only to efficacious incentive effects. Further, it does not rely on the controversial claim that we need never aid desperately poor countries when some will remain poor because of the incentives aid creates.

Even the revised version of the moral hazard argument gives nothing like the kind of justification necessary for distributing aid only to countries with good institutional quality. For the revised version of the moral hazard argument to be well-justified, the premise that aiding on the basis of poverty alone creates an efficacious incentive for rulers to keep their countries poor requires empirical defense.

Finally, even if some of the negative incentives aid creates do drive behavior, what we should do about that is still an open question. Even if giving aid to poor

---


17 There may be other arguments for considering other factors besides development or poverty in aid allocation. We might be concerned, for instance, about how fast we can alleviate poverty. This paper will not explore other possibilities. See, however, Deen Chatterjee (ed.), The Ethics of Assistance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004); Hassoun and Subramanian (2010).
countries on the basis of poverty alone creates an efficacious incentive for their rulers to keep them poor and concern with how much poverty we alleviate (etc.) is justified, it does not follow that we should give to those countries with good institutions. For it is possible that giving to countries with good institutions would be no better, or even worse, for the poor than giving on the basis of poverty alone. It is time to turn to the empirical evidence for the conclusion that institutional quality matters. If it is not sustainable, there is reason to endorse a different theoretical framework in the search for reflective equilibrium between theory and practice. Before considering this evidence, it is worth noting that the problem with the moral hazard argument may be a general problem for theoretical economic arguments based on posited incentive effects. Such arguments require empirical substantiation.  

The Empirical Evidence and Critique

Before considering more sophisticated empirical arguments, consider why we cannot conclude that we should make aid conditional on countries having good institutions because institutions are good for poverty reduction. Most of the literature on the importance of institutional quality focuses on establishing that good institutions foster growth. But we cannot rely on estimates of how much growth, in general, reduces poverty to bridge the gap in figuring out how institutions impact poverty (even if they increase growth). Not all causes of growth will reduce poverty by the same amount – some may even increase poverty.  

In this paper, Acemoglu et al. implemented (a now widely used method) of dealing with what economists call an ‘endogeneity’ problem – roughly, the problem that arises when we do not take into account the impact of reverse causation. One way to deal with this problem is to introduce an ‘instrument’ – something that is correlated with the right-hand side variable (the hypothesized causal factor – in this case institutional quality) - but should be independent of the left-hand side variable (that is of interest – here, growth). In order to identify the instrument for the quality of institutions, Acemoglu et al. look at differences in settler mortality during colonial time. It seems, however, that more than a modicum of faith is necessary to accept arguments based on this instrument for institutional quality. Acemoglu et al.’s instrument might be good for colonialism (or successful colonialism) but it does not clearly capture any kind of institutional quality.

Fernando Teson, ‘When Philosophers Misdiagnose’, Analysis 74/1 (2014), 107-18. There may also be another problem with the literature on institutional quality. The proposition that ‘institutions matter’ is compelling (who would doubt this? – especially if, as Teson suggests, ‘[g]ood governance may be roughly defined as the traditions and institutions by which authority in a country is exercised to the benefit of its citizens’) (Teson [2014], p. 112). Nevertheless, when one pays attention to the details of the regressions in economists’ empirical studies, it is clear that they contain many different and inconsistent (implicit) definitions of institutional quality.
A few papers do look at the impact of institutional quality on poverty specifically.\textsuperscript{22} However, the evidence that good institutions are good for poverty reduction may have some problems in dealing with reverse causality.\textsuperscript{23}

Moreover, even if the claim that good institutions are good for poverty reduction is correct, further evidence is necessary to establish that aiding countries with good institutions will ameliorate poverty. Even if aid improves institutional quality, some causes of institutional improvement may not contribute to poverty relief. Alternately, aid may not improve, it may even destroy, good institutions.\textsuperscript{24} Mathias Risse might be right when he says that ‘the sources of wealth rest in [domestic] institutional quality... While foreigners can destroy institutions, they can often do little to help build them’.\textsuperscript{25} The general form of argument – x reduces poverty so we should give to countries with x – is not a good one. It is important to consider whether countries, or international institutions, offering aid might do better to target it in other ways.\textsuperscript{26} We need to know whether aid has more impact in countries with good institutional quality.

There is a large body of empirical evidence that might support the claim that ‘among low-income countries, large-scale financial aid has more impact in an environment of sound institutions and policies’.\textsuperscript{27} Perhaps the seminal article on the topic is ‘Aid, Policies, and Growth’ (first put out as a working paper in 1997) by Burnside and Dollar. This paper argues that aid works only in countries with ‘good policies’ using a measure of policy quality that contains budget surplus, trade openness and inflation weighted by their correlation with growth rates.\textsuperscript{28}

\textsuperscript{23} In the paper cited above, for instance, institutional quality is not a significant predictor of growth on the standard instrument for institutional quality (moreover, I do not find this instrumentation strategy compelling – see discussion in notes below).
\textsuperscript{24} Aid may help countries with bad institutions improve their institutions and reduce poverty.
\textsuperscript{25} Mathias Risse, ‘Do We Owe the Poor Assistance or Rectification?’ Ethics & International Affairs 19/1 (2005), 9-18.
\textsuperscript{26} Even if the institutionalist thesis is true, it is so vague as to be unhelpful. It is not clear what components of institutional quality as measured by the CPIA index, for instance, are contributing to aid’s success (see Dani Rodrik, ‘Getting Institutions Right’, [2004], http://www.cesifo-group.de/pls/guestaic/download/CECifo+DICE+Report+2004/+CESifo+DICE+Report+2/2004/dicereport204-forum2.pdf [accessed April 23 2013]). Very different institutional systems can also receive high ratings on different indexes. Even a legal system based on private property is not necessary for high ratings (e.g., China seems to do pretty well on some ratings). Some commentators argue against having a single formula for aid disbursement at all – context matters, there is no one-size fits all approach. Perhaps we should look for contingent correlations between local economic conditions and success (Rodrik [2004], p. 9). Still, there should be a point to saying ‘institutions rule’.
Collier and Dollar and Burnside and Dollar extended this work using other measures of institutional quality including the CPIA index.\textsuperscript{29}

Unfortunately, the Burnside and Dollar study has been roundly criticized, and its successors suffer from many of the same problems.\textsuperscript{30} These problems undermine the evidence that distributing aid to countries on the basis of institutional quality is an effective way to increase growth rates. Many researchers have had trouble replicating the results in Burnside and Dollar’s study and its successors.\textsuperscript{31} The results are, at least, quite fragile; they depend greatly on the particular theoretical assumptions (model specification) and data used.\textsuperscript{32} The studies at issue may well have endogeneity problems and aid may not have a linear relationship to growth (though the studies suppose otherwise).\textsuperscript{33} Some of the studies depend on a few crucial (country and year) observations.\textsuperscript{34}

Some researchers also question the general thesis that aid is more effective in good institutional environments. Some suggest that good institutions are not a precondition for aid to work, though good institutions increase aid’s impact on growth.\textsuperscript{35} Others argue that features of countries besides their institutional quality, like climate, may explain why aid works in some places but not others.\textsuperscript{36} Some even find that good institutions may hinder aid’s effectiveness.\textsuperscript{37}

Both Burnside and Dollar and Dollar and Levin try to defend the evidence in favor of aiding countries with good institutions.\textsuperscript{38} They point out that ‘common to many of these criticisms is a change in specification, either in terms of estimation technique, or in terms of which variables are included in the regression’.\textsuperscript{39} But one complaint about Burnside, Dollar, and Levin’s studies was precisely that

\textsuperscript{29} Collier and Dollar (2002) and Craig Burnside and David Dollar, ‘Aid, Policies, and Growth: Revisiting the Evidence’, World Bank, Policy Research Working Paper No. 2834 (2004). There are many worries about this and the other measures of institutional quality researchers use, but this paper will set aside any problems with the measures of institutional quality in the studies for now. For discussion of the CPIA index, in particular, see Hassoun (2012b).


\textsuperscript{32} Lu and Ram (2001); Dalgaard and Hansen (2000).

\textsuperscript{33} Deaton (2009); Dalgaard and Hansen (2000); Channing Arndt, Sam Jones and Finn Tarp, ‘Aid and Growth’, UNU-WIDER Discussion Paper 2009/05 (2009).


\textsuperscript{35} Dalgaard and Hansen (2000).

\textsuperscript{36} Dalgaard, Hansen, and Tarp (2004).

\textsuperscript{37} Dalgaard and Hansen (2000).

\textsuperscript{38} Ibid.

they use the wrong theoretical specification. As to data sources, Dollar and Levin admit that it was, for a long time, literally impossible for other researchers to access their data.\(^{40}\) What Dollar et al. do not mention is that this is because the World Bank’s research department, in which Dollar and Collier have both taken leadership positions, had not released it. Furthermore, even when researchers were eventually given access to the original data, they were unable to replicate the results.\(^{41}\) So there is little reason to believe these studies’ conclusions.

An equally important critique, however, is that the main studies supporting Burnside and Dollar’s results use GDP per capita as a measure of poverty. At best there is a large gap between the studies’ results and the claim that a metric for allocating aid that makes aid conditional on good institutional quality is justified because it reduces poverty. Consider Dollar and Collier’s argument that increasing the weight given to poorer countries in the IDA’s formula will reduce aid’s effectiveness in ameliorating poverty. They suggest that the ‘poverty efficient’ allocation of aid rises with GNI per capita to about $800 in part because relatively richer poor countries are better able to absorb aid.\(^{42}\) However, to estimate the ‘poverty efficient’ allocation, the authors of this study – Paul Collier and David Dollar – assume that growth will reduce poverty by a certain amount and that there is a set budget for reducing poverty. Neither of these claims is well justified. They simply assume, for instance, that the effect of aid is distributionally neutral and then adopt an estimate of the poverty elasticity of growth given mean income based on a few research papers.\(^{43}\) The papers they rely upon look at the general impact of growth on poverty, however, not on the impact of aid-induced growth on poverty which, as noted above, may be a quite different matter. Although the debate will surely continue, the evidence that making aid to countries conditional on their having good institutions will better reduce poverty is not compelling.

**Conclusion**

This paper provided a critical introduction to some of the literature on institutional quality and international development. It looked, in particular, at an argument for the conclusion that making aid conditional on good institutional quality will promote development by reducing poverty. It suggested that there is little evidence that this kind of conditionality is good for the poor. Even if institutional quality turns out to be an important determinant of aid’s efficacy, however, many other things besides good institutions may contribute to aid’s ability to reduce poverty.\(^{44}\) Moreover, even though it would be incredibly surprising if good

---

\(^{40}\) Dollar and Levin (2004).

\(^{41}\) Dalgaard and Hansen (2000).

\(^{42}\) Collier and Dollar (2002).

\(^{43}\) Ibid., pp. 17-8.

\(^{44}\) For instance, see Jeffrey Sachs, Andrew Mellinger, and John Gallup, ‘The Geography of Poverty and Wealth’, *Scientific American* 284 (2001), 70-5.
institutions – under some definition – were not important for good development, there are strong arguments that other things matter as well. So the take-home lesson is not that good institutions do not matter – but just that we need to think carefully about how we can better make the case that they matter. We should also look closely at the ways that good institutions do and do not matter in trying to promote international development.

More generally, this paper aimed to illustrate a new way that philosophers might contribute to the philosophy of economics. Philosophers of economics have so far focused on the foundations of welfare economics – evaluating the coherence and plausibility of the assumptions underlying much theoretical work in the discipline. There are, however, many important discussions in economics’ sub-disciplines, including development economics, to which philosophers can fruitfully contribute.  
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45 This paper draws largely on my paper ‘World Bank Rules for Aid Allocation’ presented at the AMINTAPHIL conference on economic justice and subsequently published in their conference proceedings. I would like to thank the editors for permission to publish a revised version of the paper here as well as those who kindly provided comments on drafts of that paper.
Appendix: The IDA’s Formula for Aid Allocation and the CPIA Index

Very roughly, the IDA’s Formula for Aid Allocation is this:

\[ f(PR^{2.0}, \text{GNIPC}^{-0.125}) \]

GNIPC stands for Gross National Product Per Capita. The IDA gives less weight to GNIPC as it rises so that each increment of income yields less aid. PR stands for Performance Rating and the Country Policy and Institutional Assessment index (CPIA) makes up 80% of the PR. The Annual Review of Portfolio Performance (ARPP), the Bank’s rating of projects in a country, makes up the remaining 20%. This sum is then scaled by a measure of countries’ governance quality. This measure is taken from the six governance criteria in the CPIA and one in the ARPP (weighted equally, divided by 3.5 and raised to the power of 1.5). In effect, governance gets a lot of weight in the formula. There are also many exceptions.

Although the exact formula changes over time, the IDA14 formula was:

\[
\text{Allocation Country } i \text{ (3-year) } = SDR3.3 \text{ million } + \text{ Performance-Based Allocation } i \text{ (PBA } i) \text{ where:}
\]

\[
PBA_i = \frac{(\text{IDA rating } i)^2 \times \text{Population } i \times (\text{GNI/cap } i)^{-0.125}}{\sum_{i=1}^{81} [(\text{IDA rating } i)^2 \times \text{Population } i \times (\text{GNI/cap } i)^{-0.125}]} \times \text{Envelope}
\]

(i) \( \text{IDA Rating } i = (0.8 \times \text{CPIA } i + 0.2 \times \text{ARPP } i) \times \text{Govfact } i \)

(ii) \( \text{Governance Factor } i = \text{(average rating of 6 governance criteria } i / 3.5)^{1.5} \)

(iii) The Envelope = IDA three-year envelope, after deduction of the otherwise determined blend allocations as well as the allocations to eligible post-conflict countries

(iv) The country allocation norm is subject to a maximum of $20 per capita per annum.


47 Kanbur (2005), p. 11.


49 CPIA scores for each criteria are between 1 (low) and 6 (high), 3.5 is the mid-point.

50 Post-conflict countries get some precedence for IDA assistance but this is not reflected in the formula itself. Since there is a cap on how much aid countries can receive, there is also a bias in favor of small countries not reflected in the formula. A few years ago the Bank reported that ‘sixty-two percent of IDA 14 resources will be allocated using the formula; another 14 percent go to the capped wealthier countries (India, Indonesia and Pakistan); 10 percent go to post-conflict countries and 8 percent go to “special purposes” agreed during the replenishment process’ (Bretton Woods Project, ‘The IDA replenishment’, [2007], www.brettonwoodsproject.org/art-552243 [accessed 5 June 2013]). The fact that small countries get more than their proportionate share of assistance (Tarp [2006], p. 26) should probably be questioned, though this paper will not take on this task.

51 IDA (2004).
The CPIA index is based on a questionnaire filled out by World Bank personnel. It contains 16 indicators in four equally weighted groups – structural policies, economic management, public management and institutions, and social inclusion/equity policies. CPIA scores for each criteria are between 1 (low) and 6 (high).

To come up with the ratings, evaluators rate a small number of countries in each region and provide narrative guidelines to country staff who then rate countries on each criterion. The scores are modified by the chief economists in the region. Sector experts review the new scores, and modifications are reviewed by the chief economists again. An arbitration panel resolves disputes. Below are the CPIA Index Rating Categories.

A. Economic management
   1. Monetary and exchange rate policy
   2. Fiscal policy
   3. Debt policy

B. Structural policies
   4. Trade
   5. Financial sector
   6. Business environment

C. Policies for social inclusion
   7. Gender
   8. Equity of public resource use
   9. Building human resources
  10. Social protection and labor
  11. Policies and institutions for environmental sustainability

D. Public sector management and institutions
   12. Property rights and rule-based governance
   13. Quality of budgetary and financial management
   14. Efficiency and equity of revenue mobilization
   15. Quality of public administration
   16. Transparency, accountability and corruption in the public sector

Here is some further information about CPIA ‘governance criteria’ which receive a good deal of weight in the World Bank’s analysis of countries’ institutional quality:

Property rights and rules-based governance: a good score requires, inter alia, that property rights be protected in ‘practice as well as

52 Excerpted from Powell (2004), Box 1.
theory’; laws and regulations affecting businesses are ‘transparent and uniformly applied’; obtaining licences is a small share of the cost of doing business; police force functions well and is accountable.

Quality of budgetary and financial management: assesses extent to which budget is linked to policy priorities in national strategies; effective financial management; timely and accurate fiscal reporting; and clear and balanced assignment of expenditures and revenues to each level of government.

Efficiency of revenue mobilization: a good score requires that ‘bulk of revenues’ be generated from ‘low-distortion’ taxes such as sales/VAT, property, etc.; low import tariffs; tax base is free from arbitrary exemptions.

Quality of public administration: assesses ‘policy coordination and responsiveness, service delivery and operational efficiency, merit and ethics, and pay adequacy and management of the wage bill’.

Transparency, accountability and corruption: a good score requires accountability reinforced by audits, inspections and adverse publicity for performance failures; an independent, impartial judiciary; conflict of interest and ethics rules for public servants.53

---

53 Excerpted from ibid., Box 2.